Tasker Tour Grade Series
Tasker has realized a series of cables perfectly suitable for external mobile
installation, designed for continuous winding and unwinding on professional
cable drums.
A range that includes cables for various Audio, Video and Data applications.
With the C128 PUR, you can perform balanced audio external installations up to
100 meters thanks to its 2x0.35 mm² section and the high coverage shielding, a
peculiarity that we also find in its digital brother TSK1038 PUR a DMX cable
suitable also for lighting control.
For the lighting control, Tasker proposal is the C282, a high-tech double DMX
cable, with kevlar traction elements and a diameter of only 7 mm.
The experience of our customers has led us to create a cable born as a special
production but quickly become an official catalogue product: the C282 Super.
It is a super-strong 8x4.00 mm² speaker cable realized with a crown-shaped
grouping around a central PE filler that gives it a solid but also very flexible
structure, essential feature for all those involved in mobile and rental
installations equipment.
In many cases, the best choice is to install an excellent LAN cable that allows to
transmit digital audio and video as well as the classic data signal.
Tasker presents a range of special cables especially designed for this purpose,
highly shielded and flexible. We can start from our C725 PUR, a Cat.5e cable ideal
for digital audio applications on the DANTE protocol, passing through the C728
PUR, a cable with a larger section of 4x2x0.22 mm² (24/7 AWG) designed for
HDBASET transmissions; ending up with.C726 PUR a Cat.7 with a diameter of
only 6 mm and its bigger brother, the C726 PUR Super a Cat.7A cable that allows a
data transmission speed up to 1GHz for CATV applications.

In the broadcast sector, where it is often needed a perfect resolution our Tasker
T42 PUR comes to play, an extra flexible coaxial cable with multifilament
formation and double braid shield in tinned copper O.F.C. which allows 12G-SDI
video transmissions up to 70m. Recently we have also realized its multiple
version, which contains four T42 PUR, the T442 PUR, without losing any flexibility
and softness.
For the same sector, it may be necessary to use a triaxial cable that must be as
much flexible as possible to allow professional cameras to move freely.
Following that, we designed the taster TR11 PUR Extra Flex, a triaxial cable with
silver-plated conductor and shield that offers the best performance you could
ever find on the market.
Tasker daily strives to research and develop new products and materials, also
creating custom productions, which allow you to have a specific solution for
every single customer and to anticipate always the upcoming technologies,
providing new products to meet the needs of today and tomorrow.
We are always ready to realize customized cables with production and delivery
time that never exceed 20 working days.
What are you waiting for?! Visit our new tasker.it website to fully immerse
yourself in a world of quality and precision that counts thousands of products
always available in stock.

